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Synthesis of silver nanoparticles (NPs) in an impinging jet reactor (IJR) was investigated due to its unique properties of
efficient mixing and lack of channel walls which avoid fouling. Silver NPs were formed at room temperature by reducing
silver nitrate with sodium borohydride in the presence of sodium hydroxide. Two types of ligand were used to stabilize the
NPs, trisodium citrate, and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). Weber number, the ratio between inertial forces and surface tension
forces, is used to characterize flow in impinging jets. Flow regimes were investigated for Weber numbers in the range of 13–
176. A liquid sheet/chain regime was identified at lower Weber numbers (<90), and an unstable rim structure was identified
at higher Weber numbers (>90). Mixing time was found to be in the range 1–7 ms, using the Villermaux–Dushman reaction
system and interaction by exchange with the mean mixing (IEM) model. Fastest mixing occurred at Weber number ca. 90.
Using trisodium citrate as a ligand, NP size decreased from 7.9 ± 5.8 nm to 3.4 ± 1.4 nm when flow rate was increased from
32 mL/min to 72 mL/min using 0.5 mm jets, and from 6.4 ± 3.4 nm to 5.1 ± 4.6 nm when flow rate was increased from
20 mL/min to 32 mL/min using 0.25 mm jets. Using PVA as a ligand, NP size decreased from 5.4 ± 1.6 nm to 4.2 ± 1.1 nm
using 0.5 mm jets and stayed relatively constant between 4.3 ± 1 nm and 4.7 ± 1.3 nm using 0.25 mm jets. In general, the
size of the NPs decreased when mixing was faster.
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1. Introduction

Nanoparticles (NPs) display unique properties due to their high
surface area to volume ratios and quantum effects. Because NPs
have a large percentage of their atoms present on their surface,
they offer very different properties to their corresponding bulk
materials allowing for a multitude of potential applications [1].
Silver NPs find applications as antimicrobial agents [2], in catal-
ysis [3], surface-enhanced Raman scattering [4], electronics [5],
and sensors [6]. The study of how the size, shape, and dispersity
of the NPs can be manipulated is important since the properties
the particles display depend on these parameters. These morpho-
logical properties of the NPs are largely controlled by a chemical
reaction and subsequent nucleation and growth [7]. These are in
turn controlled by parameters such as concentration of reagents,
pH, and temperature. Usually, a change in morphological param-
eters is brought about by changing one of the above parameters.
To obtain a fine control over the morphology of the NPs, the
processes of mass and heat transfer must be carefully controlled.
Traditionally, batch reactors have been used to explore new syn-
thetic routes to obtain a variety of different NP shapes such as
spheres [8], plates [9], disks [10], rods [11], flowers [12], urchins
[13], octopods [14], wires [15], and core–shell structures [16].
Besides the shape and composition of the NPs, the dispersity is
also important, where highly monodisperse particles are usually
desirable. Flow reactors offer some distinct advantages over batch
reactors for the manipulation of morphology of NPs such as
spatiotemporal separation, meaning that stages of reduction reac-
tion, nucleation, and growth can be separated along the length of
the reactor [17]. This property allows for a more precise manip-
ulation of the processes to enable tighter control over NP charac-
teristics. An advantage of microfluidic devices in particular is that
they offer improved heat and mass transfer because of their
smaller characteristic lengths [18]. There are excellent review
papers that offer various examples of nanomaterials synthesis
using a variety of microfluidic devices [19].

The synthesis of silver NPs using sodium borohydride as a
reducing agent typically leads to small NPs because borohydride

is a strong reducing agent; however, it tends to give polydisperse
NPs. Our previous study using a coaxial flow reactor produced
silver NPs in the 4–10 nm range and showed that mixing is an
important parameter when using borohydride as a reducing agent
[20]. Split and recombine type flow reactors [21] and polytetra-
fluoroethylene (PTFE) flow chambers [22] have been utilized to
synthesize silver NPs using borohydride obtaining NPs in the
range of 10–20 nm for borohydride to silver nitrate ratios ranging
from 3 to 40. Batch reactor syntheses of silver NPs using bor-
ohydride as a reducing agent produced NPs in the 1–100 nm
range [8, 23].

A non-confined impinging jet reactor (IJR) with characteristic
dimensions in the micrometer range is employed in this study to
investigate how manipulating mass transfer affects the NP char-
acteristics, in particular, the size and dispersity. IJR is a partic-
ularly useful device to use in the synthesis of NPs since it does
not clog because of absence of channel walls. Fouling is partic-
ularly problematic in microfluidic devices since their small
dimensions make them potentially vulnerable to blockage, and
various strategies in the literature have been used to avoid fouling
such as segmented flow [24], coaxial flow [20, 25], and surface
silanization [26].

The IJR has found most common application in bipropellant
liquid rocket engines [27], but it also presents some very distinct
advantages for reactions which produce solids. Mahajan and Kir-
wan characterized the mixing times in an IJR using the Bourne
reaction scheme [28]. They subsequently carried out a precipitation
reaction for the synthesis of lovastatin crystals and compared the
size of crystals obtained when the mixing time was (1) slower and
(2) faster than the induction time for crystallization. They con-
cluded that a more monodisperse particle size distribution (PSD)
was obtained when mixing time was faster. They also concluded
that, if the mixing time is faster than the induction time (elapsed
time period between achievement of supersaturation and the
appearance of crystals) [29], further improvements to the mixing
time do not significantly affect the resultant crystals. Erni and
Elabbadi studied the hydrodynamic properties of the IJR and
characterized various flow regimes before using the IJR for an
acid-induced crystallization of sodium benzoate. They found a
decrease in both size and dispersity with an increasing jet velocity* Author for correspondence: a.gavriilidis@ucl.ac.uk
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[30]. Kumar et al. employed an IJR for the synthesis of nano-
crystalline MgO, a process which yields a rigid gel which can
quickly clog microchannels. A change in impingement angle and
velocity of the jets was found to affect the surface area of the
nanocrystalline MgO formed, and for each parameter, there was an
optimum that existed to obtain maximum surface area. It was
suggested that this optimum existed because of a change in hydro-
dynamics in the impingement zone, where too high a flow rate or
impingement angle led to non-optimal mixing conditions, resulting
in a reduced contact time for reaction [31]. Hosni et al. used
impinging jet reactors for the synthesis of ZnO NPs, comparing
results against those formed in a batch stirred vessel and a T-mixer
type reactor. The size of the NPs synthesized in each reactor
depended on the energy dissipation used for mixing, with the IJR
having intermediate energy dissipation versus the other two types
of reactors and, hence, producing an intermediate size of ZnO NPs
[32].

Confined impinging jet reactors (CIJRs) are a similar type
of reactor for use in reactions involving precipitation of solids.
Johnson and Prud'homme employed a CIJR for the precipita-
tion of hydrophobic organic actives NPs; importantly the CIJR
allows for homogeneous conditions prior to precipitation of
NPs (i.e., formation of block copolymer NPs and nucleation
and growth of organic actives) which ultimately separates the
effect of mixing on the final size of the NPs [33]. The NP size
decreased with increasing mixing efficiency up until a “break-
point” was reached, at which point the size of the block
copolymer NPs remained constant. They also observed the
same effect when using a different block copolymer, and the
“breakpoint” corresponded to a Dahmköhler number of 1 [34].
Marchisio et al. studied the precipitation of barium sulfate NPs
in a CIJR and similarly observed a reduction in particle size
with increasing mixing intensity, but no further improvements
were observed when the characteristic mixing time scale
reached the reaction time scale [35]. Reduction in size of
precipitated barium sulfate NPs with increasing mixing inten-
sity was also observed by Schwarzer and Peukert using a T-
mixer [36]. Siddiqui et al. used a CIJR for the synthesis of iron
oxide NPs where they found a reduction from 800 nm to
200 nm in agglomerate size by increasing the flow rate under
high concentration conditions [37]. These studies show the
importance of mixing for reactions which lead to formation of
NPs, since they typically have reaction times that are small
and, hence, need very good mixing efficiency to approach
monodispersity. According to the literature above, a reduction
in NP size is reported with increasing mixing efficiency attrib-
uted to increasing supersaturation levels which would favor a
higher nucleation rate and, hence, smaller particles.

The IJR used in this study presents a convenient platform
for the synthesis of silver NPs because the reactor has no
channel walls in the reaction zone, eliminating the need for
lengthy cleaning procedures which are needed in traditional
microchannels because of fouling. The IJR can synthesize
silver NPs in a highly repeatable manner, associated with the
lack of fouling which can occur in other types of reactors
where surfaces are present near the reaction zone. The main
objective of this work is to investigate the effect of mixing on
the size and dispersity of silver NPs synthesized using two
different ligands: (1) trisodium citrate and (2) polyvinyl alco-
hol (PVA). The hydrodynamics and mixing efficiency of the
IJR have also been studied.

2. Methodology

2.1. Chemicals. Silver nitrate (AgNO3, 0.01 M stock solution),
trisodium citrate (HOC(COONa)(CH2COONa)2·2H2O, powder

form, PVA (molecular weight 89,000–98,000 Da), sodium boro-
hydride solution (NaBH4, �12 wt.% in 14 M NaOH stock sol-
ution), potassium iodide (KI, 99%), potassium iodate (KIO3, 98%),
boric acid (H3BO3, 99.5%), and sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 3 M stock
solution) were obtained from Sigma. All chemicals were used
without further purification, and solutions were prepared with
ultrapure water (resistivity, 15.0 MΩ cm).

2.2. Experimental Setup. Syringe pumps (Pump 11 Elite
OEM module, Harvard) were used in the flow experiments to
deliver the reagents to the IJR. Figure 1 shows a schematic
representation of the IJR, which consisted of two stainless steel
tubes with equal internal diameters of 0.25 mm or 0.5 mm
aligned at an angle, θ = 48°. The outer diameters of the tubing
were 1.59 mm. Spacing between the centers of the fluid jets at
the point of tube outlets, d, was 3 mm.

2.3. Nanoparticle Synthesis. A mixture was made by com-
bining silver nitrate and ligand (trisodium citrate or PVA) into a
solution and diluting to the appropriate concentration for input 1
(Figure 1) and diluting sodium borohydride/sodium hydroxide
solution to the appropriate concentration for input 2. Since the
sodium borohydride was stored in 14 M sodium hydroxide, the
concentration of sodium hydroxide was 3.21 times higher than
the stated sodium borohydride concentration in all cases. The
syringe pumps delivered reagents to input 1 and input 2 at the
appropriate flow rates to produce the desired jets. As the two
jets collide, the reagents mix followed by subsequent reaction
and formation of silver NPs. Reactions were carried out at room
temperature (22–24 °C). All concentrations stated are those at
the inlets before any mixing of reagents occurs.

2.4. Characterization of Nanoparticles. The silver NPs
were analyzed using an ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) spectrom-
eter (USB 2000+ Spectrometer and DT-Mini-2-GS light source,
Ocean Optics) between 45 and 60 min after synthesis (the signal
of the samples were stable in this window of time). Silver NP
samples were diluted with additional ultrapure water to bring
the absorbance into a suitable range (i.e., obeying the Beer–
Lambert law and avoiding saturation of the light detector), and
the data were normalized so that the maximum absorbance in
the flow rate range tested represented an absorbance of 1.
Transmission electron microscope images were captured using
a JEOL 1200 EX ii microscope with a 120-kV acceleration
voltage. Carbon coated copper transmission electron micro-
scope (TEM) grids were prepared between 45 and 60 min after
synthesis by pipetting a 5-μL sample onto the grid and allowing
it to dry at room temperature. Particle size distributions (insets
for each TEM image presented) have the following nomencla-
ture: d is average diameter, δd is the standard deviation of the
NP distribution, and n is the number of particles counted to
obtain the particle size distribution.

Figure 1. Representation of the impinging jet reactor
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Flow and Mixing Characterization. The Villermaux–
Dushman test reaction system is a well-known method to char-
acterize mixing efficiency in a reactor [38]. Mixing time within
a micromixing device can be obtained using this reaction sys-
tem by tuning the concentrations appropriately. The Viller-
maux–Dushman reaction system can be described as follows.
A stoichiometric defect of sulfuric acid is introduced to a
mixture of borate, iodide, and iodate ions. The following reac-
tions occur:

H2BO
�
3 þ Hþ ↔ H3BO3 (1) instantaneous

5I� þ IO�
3 þ 6Hþ ↔ 3I2 þ 3H2O (2) very fast

I2 þ I� ↔ I�3 (3)

Reaction 1 is much faster than reaction 2, and since there is
a stoichiometric defect of acid, only reaction 1 occurs if there
is perfectly efficient mixing. In practice, reaction 2 increases
as the mixing efficiency decreases because iodide and iodate
will react with acid if the local concentration of orthoborate
ions has been depleted (this only occurs if the mixing is not
perfectly efficient). Reaction 2 produces iodine, which further
reacts with iodide ions to form triiodide (reaction 3). A defect
of acid amount is needed because the mean pH must be within
a narrow range close to the value for the iodine dismutation
pH (pH*). If the pH is lower than pH*, iodine can form in acid
solution irrespective of micromixing effects, while, on the
other hand, the pH cannot be too basic since formation of
iodine becomes thermodynamically unstable [38]. By measur-
ing the triiodide concentration, the extent to which reaction 2
occurs can be measured, hence allowing the mixing efficiency
to be estimated. Triiodide exhibits a strong peak at 353 nm,
enabling its concentration to be calculated. The extinction
coefficient of triiodide was found to be 23,209/M/cm at
353 nm, which is similar to the values reported in the literature
(details on this procedure can be found in Supporting Infor-
mation, and calibration curves for iodine and triiodide are
shown in Figure S1 and Figure S2, respectively) [38]. The
micromixing quality is quantified by the segregation index
which is discussed in detail in other studies [38, 39]. The
segregation index can be linked to the mixing efficiency
through the use of a phenomenological mixing model. The
interaction by exchange with the mean (IEM) model was used
to estimate the mixing time from the experimental results
(Supporting Information provides more details of the model
and curves of segregation index vs. mixing time for both IJRs
in Figure S3) [40].

The Villermaux–Dushman reaction system was carried out in
the 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm IJRs. For input 1, 0.017 M and 0.02 M
of sulfuric acid were used (corresponding to 0.034 M and
0.04 M H+) for the 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm IJR, respectively.
The dissociation of sulfuric acid is considered to be almost
complete for pH above 4, whereas, if the reactions take place at
a lower pH, then the assumption of complete acid dissociation
would result in overestimating the mixing efficiency. Commenge
and Falk noted that the pH of the solution (acid and buffer
combined) will increase as mixing takes place resulting in more
dissociation, while suggesting that, if the reaction takes place at
pH 2.5, the mixing time will be underestimated by 25% [39].
Input 2, which is considered the buffer solution, had a concen-
tration of 0.032 M potassium iodide, 0.006 M potassium iodate,
0.045 M sodium hydroxide, and 0.09 M orthoboric acid. Figure 2
shows mixing time vs. Weber number obtained for the 0.5 mm
and 0.25 mm IJRs. The Weber number is defined as [41]:

We ¼ ρu2d
σ

where ρ is the density of fluid, u is average velocity of fluid
before impact, d is the diameter of the jet (taken as the tube
internal diameter), and σ is the surface tension of the fluid.
Values of fluid properties used are those for water at room
temperature. The Weber number represents the ratio of inertial
to surface tension forces and is useful in describing what regime
the IJR is operating in. The Weber number range for the 0.5 mm
and 0.25 mm IJRs was 13–65 and 32–176, respectively. The
Reynolds number is defined as:

Re ¼ ρud
μ

where μ is the dynamic viscosity. The Reynolds number repre-
sents the ratio of inertial to viscous forces and describes whether
the flow is a laminar, intermediate, or turbulent regime. The
Reynolds number range for the 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm IJRs was
680–1520 and 760–1770, respectively. From Figure 2, it can be
seen that the mixing time for both reactors is similar when
operating under similar Weber numbers. This indicates that the
Weber number is a key parameter in determining the mixing
efficiency of an IJR. Erni and Elabbadi propose that the mixing
time for an impinging jet is proportional to the Weber number
according to a power law relationship (tm∝We�0:75) [30]. Fitting
the data in our study for We <80, the following relationship was
found, tm ∝We�0:89. Mixing time decreases with increasingWeber
number up to a value of ca. 90 where it reaches a minimum value
of around 1ms. Increasing theWeber number past ca. 90 using the
0.25 mm IJR results in a gradual increase in mixing time. In
general, the specific power dissipation within a reactor can be
used to estimate the mixing time, and several studies have shown
a correlation between the two [39, 40, 42]. The specific power
dissipation for the IJR can be estimated using the following
relationships [28]:

E ¼ P
ρV

ð4Þ

P ¼ 1

2
m1u

2
1 þ m2u

2
2

� � ð5Þ

Figure 2. Mixing time calculated by the Villermaux–Dushman reaction
scheme vs. Weber number for 0.5 mm (black squares) and 0.25 mm (red
triangles) IJRs. Concentration of acid solution (input 1) was 0.017 M and
0.02 M H2SO4 for 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm I.D. tubing IJR, respectively.
Concentrations of buffer solution (input 2) were KI: 0.032 M, KIO3:
0.006 M, NaOH: 0.045 M, and H3BO3: 0.09 M in both IJRs.
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V ¼ πd2

4
h ð6Þ

where E is overall energy dissipation per unit mass (W/kg), P is
rate of overall mechanical energy dissipation (W) assumed to
be equal to the kinetic energies of the two impinging jets, ρ is
the fluid density (kg/m3), V is the volume of the impingement
zone (m3), m is the mass flow rate of a jet (kg/s), u is the
velocity of a jet (m/s) (with subscripts 1 and 2 denoting input 1
or 2), d is the diameter (m), and h is the effective thickness of
the cylindrical micromixing region. It is difficult to estimate
what the cylindrical micromixing region would be, given the
non-uniform shape of the liquid sheet after impingement and
its changing dimensions depending on the flow rate. If d is
assumed to be the jet diameter of the IJR while the value of h
to be 10% of the internozzle distance [28], mixing time can be
estimated using the correlation suggested by Commenge and
Falk [39]:

tm ¼ 0:15E�0:45 ð7Þ

where tm is the mixing time (s). Using the correlation, the mixing
time estimate was found to be between 0.9–2.6 ms for the 0.5 mm
IJR and 0.25–0.9 ms for the 0.25 mm IJR for the conditions used
in this study. The mixing times found using the IEM model were
between 1–6.5 ms for the 0.5 mm IJR and 0.9–3.5 ms for the
0.25 mm IJR. Considering that both the correlation and the IEM
model only give an estimate of the mixing time, the order of
magnitude agreement is satisfactory. Increasing specific power
dissipation by increasing flow rate within the flow reactor should
decrease mixing time. However, this is not the case for the IJR
where the mixing time levels off and begins to increase past a We
�90, most likely because of droplet formation and breakup at the
liquid rim of the sheet formed on impingement of the jets. Erni
and Elabbadi observed that there is a transition from the liquid

sheet to a fragmented sheet (unstable rim) at a We �30 at a
surfactant concentration of 8.2 μM sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), We �80 at a concentration of 0.82 mM, and We ~200 at
82 mM [30]. They observed that the mixing quality deteriorates
when there is excessive droplet fragmentation; droplets ejected
from the sheet have little time for efficient mass transfer which is
highest in the liquid sheet (they estimate that droplets took 0.6 ms
to be ejected from the liquid sheet). Using the fourth Bourne
reaction scheme, they estimated mixing time in their system to
be 4.9 ms, which is of the same order of magnitude as our work.
The flow regime in our system was subsequently investigated to
ascertain where this transition occurs.

The flow regime of the 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm IJR was
investigated by capturing images of the IJR during operation
using a high speed camera (Photron Fastcam SA1.1 high speed
camera). Figure 3 shows the flow regime for the 0.5 mm IJR
system, for flow rates between 32 and 72 mL/min (We = 13–
65). From the images, it can be seen that the flow pattern
changes across the flow rate range investigated. At the lowest
flow rate, the jets collide and coalesce, forming a small sheet.
As the flow rate increases, the sheet increases in length and
width. Further increase in the flow rate results in a wavy liquid
film surrounding the liquid sheet. This behavior has been
observed in other studies where a wavy film occurs, although
it is usually accompanied by droplets leaving the stable sheet
bounded by a liquid rim. This effect arises from Rayleigh–
Plateau instability [43]. It is possible that these waves, observed
on the liquid rim and sheet, arise from small oscillations in the
flow delivered from the syringe pumps. This wavy nature of the
liquid sheet is also transferred into the chain of fluid following
the initial sheet formed by the collision of the jets. The liquid
following the collision of the jets remains continuous in all
cases for the 0.5 mm IJR, with no droplet breakup in the region
visualized. Figure 4 shows the flow regime for the 0.25 mm IJR
system, for flow rates between 18 and 42 mL/min (We = 32–
176). At lower flow rates, a stable sheet and liquid rim are

Figure 3. Flow visualization of jets emitted from 0.5 mm tubes at total flow rate: A: 32 mL/min (We: 13), B: 40 mL/min (We: 20), C: 48 mL/min (We:
29), D: 56 mL/min (We: 39), E: 64 mL/min (We: 51), and F: 72 mL/min (We: 65). Pictures show side view and front view
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formed at the point of impact. At flow rate above 26 mL/min, an
unstable rim with droplets breaking off the main structure
begins to form. From the front view, it can be seen that the
flow is also developing a spray in that plane. At this point, the
inertial forces overcome the surface tension forces of the fluid
resulting in droplet breakaway from the main liquid sheet/rim.
Also, for the 0.25 mm IJR system, the chain of fluid following
the liquid sheets after impact is non-continuous after the first
few secondary liquid sheets are formed.

Taking the mixing time estimations and flow regime obser-
vations into account, the mixing behavior of the IJR system can
be rationalized. There are two modes of atomization: reflective
and transmitive. Between these two regions there exists a well-
mixed atomization condition [44]. In the reflective atomization
regime, which occurs at relatively low jet velocities, the jets
essentially collide and coalesce forming a thin liquid sheet
immediately after collision. Deflection of each jet will be equal
as they bounce on each other because of equal momentum. In
this region, the turbulence in the mixing layer following
impingement increases as flow rate increases leading to an
increasing mixing efficiency. However, because of the turbulent
nature of the jets, there will be a fluctuation in the trajectory of
droplets/sheet as velocity increases; there is an eventual breakup
of the liquid sheet where smaller droplets break away. At this
point, the atomization transitions into a transmitive mode,
whereby droplets are ejected from the liquid rim of the sheet
because of increased momentum. This is observed in Figure 4 at
We >90. The droplets that are ejected from the liquid rim have
little contact time in the relatively efficiently mixed sheet, and
the mixing efficiency suffers because higher amounts of drop-
lets are ejected. The results show that below a We ~90, we are in
the reflective atomization regime. Above this Weber number,
the regime transitions into a transmitive regime. A We ~90
seems to yield optimal mixing as confirmed by the mixing time
estimation. The observed transition is somewhat higher than
those observed by Erni and Elabbadi who, at minimal surfactant
concentration, observed transition at We ~30 [30]. However,

they use jets at an angle of 110° with a jet spacing of 10 mm
which could affect the transition point.

3.2. Flow Synthesis of Silver NPs
3.2.1. Effect of Weber Number on Silver NP Size and Dis-

persity Using Trisodium Citrate as a Stabilizing Agent. The
effect that the Weber number has on the silver NPs was inves-
tigated in the 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm IJRs using trisodium citrate
as a stabilizing agent. Concentration of input 1 was 0.9 mM
silver nitrate and 6 mM trisodium citrate, and concentration of
input 2 was 1.8 mM sodium borohydride. Total flow rates for
the 0.5 mm IJR ranged from 32 mL/min to 72 mL/min, and for
the 0.25 mm IJR, ranged from 18 mL/min to 34 mL/min
(repeatability of the synthesis is shown in Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S4).

Figure 5 shows TEM images for NPs synthesized in the
0.5 mm IJR at 32, 48, 64, and 72 mL/min where the average
diameter and dispersity of the NPs are 7.9 ± 5.8 nm, 7.7 ±
5.0 nm, 5.0 ± 2.8 nm, and 3.4 ± 1.4 nm. Average diameter and
polydispersity decrease with increasing Weber number (flow
rate). t-Tests showed p-values <0.001 when comparing all the
PSDs against each other. This suggests that the PSDs are all
statistically different.

Figure 6 shows TEM images for NPs synthesized in the
0.25 mm IJR at 20, 24, 28, and 32 mL/min where the average
diameter and dispersity of the NPs are 6.4 ± 3.4 nm, 5.9 ±
2.1 nm, 5.0 ± 2.5 nm, and 5.1 ± 4.6 nm. It appears that, with
increasing Weber number (flow rate), the NPs reduce in average
size up to ca. 5 nm. t-Tests showed p-values of >0.05 when
comparing the PSDs of 20 and 24 mL/min, 24 and 32 mL/min,
and 28 and 32 mL/min (all other p-values were <0.001). These
suggest that the PSDs are not statistically different; however,
this is most likely down to the large polydispersity. Visual
analysis of the TEM images reveals two different populations
of NPs, those that are smaller than 20 nm and those that are
larger. Although the larger NPs were present in small frequen-
cies (not larger than 15 counts for any flow rate), there were
enough present to affect the average size and dispersity

Figure 4. Flow visualization of jets emitted from 0.25 mm tubes at total flow rate: A: 18 mL/min (We: 32), B: 22 mL/min (We: 48), C: 26 mL/min (We: 68),
D: 30 mL/min (We: 90), E: 34 mL/min (We: 115), F: 38 mL/min (We: 144), and G: 42 mL/min (We: 176). Pictures show side view and front view
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calculations of NPs synthesized at 20 mL/min and 32 mL/min,
but at 24 mL/min and 28 mL/min, virtually no larger NPs are
present. If NPs larger than 20 nm are removed from the t-test
analysis, only NPs synthesized at 20 mL/min and 24 mL/min
have a p-value of >0.05 with all other p-values being <0.001.
From the PSDs in Figure 6, it can be seen that, as the Weber
number is increased, the average size gets smaller and the
dispersion is reduced in the <20 nm range. However, the
polydispersity is higher at the largest Weber number even
though it has the least disperse curve for NPs <20 nm. This is
because synthesis at the highest Weber number produced the
highest frequency of larger NPs (>20 nm), and the disparity in
size between the larger and smaller NPs is higher as compared
to NPs produced at lower Weber numbers.

Figure 7 shows the peak absorbance vs. Weber number
obtained from UV–vis spectroscopy for the silver NPs obtained
using the 0.5 mm IJR (We = 13–65) and the 0.25 mm IJR (We =
32–115). It is worth noting that the UV signal did not change
significantly 24 h after synthesis (~1% change in peak absorb-
ance). For each jet diameter, the peak absorbance in general
decreases with increasing Weber number. Since the NP size
identified from TEM images was primarily below 10 nm, the
decreasing peak absorbance is possibly because of a decrease in
size of the NPs. For silver NPs, the molar extinction coefficient
increases with size [45], and absorbance increases with increas-
ing size below the 10 nm range, as predicted by Mie theory [46].

The TEM images and peak absorbance of the NPs would
suggest that the NPs decrease in size with increasing Weber
number while the dispersity shows a more complex

relationship. Firstly, the results obtained from the 0.25 mm
IJR will be discussed. In terms of the NP synthesis, the size
and dispersity changes can be explained by taking into account
mixing characteristics of the impinging jet at the particular
Weber number. The NPs below 20 nm are referred to as smaller
NPs and those above 20 nm are referred to as larger NPs. At low
Weber numbers, the smaller NPs tend to be of a larger and more
polydisperse nature. As the Weber number increases, the aver-
age size of these NPs decreases while the PSDs become tighter.
This can be explained through the mixing characteristics within
the liquid sheet, where increasing turbulence results in a shorter
mixing time. Borohydride has a stabilizing effect on the NPs
[20, 46, 47] and can also supply a high amount of electrons per
mole (up to a maximum of eight electrons in theory) [48].
Therefore, if there is efficient mixing within the liquid sheet,
there will be a sufficient supply of sodium borohydride in the
local regions where reaction is taking place, resulting in
increased stabilization and smaller NPs. If there are insufficient
amounts of borohydride molecules, less stable NPs, which can
grow relatively easily, are formed. Poor local mixing efficiency,
which results in low local concentrations of borohydride, will
lead to larger NPs, since borohydride can reduce many times its
own molar equivalent of silver ions. The formation of larger
NPs can be compared to the formation of iodine in the Viller-
maux–Dushman reactions, which is caused by a local lack of
orthoborate ions. Hence, increasing the mixing efficiency
(Weber number) decreases the size of the smaller NPs.

It is suggested that the larger NPs are formed in silver nitrate
rich regions. The presence of large NPs was most frequent at a

Figure 5. TEM images and particle size distributions of silver NPs synthesized at different total flow rates using a 0.5-mm I.D. tubing IJR. (A) 32 mL/min
(We: 13), (B) 48 mL/min (We: 29), (C) 64 mL/min (We: 51), and (D) 72 mL/min (We: 65). Concentration of silver nitrate, 0.9 mM; trisodium citrate, 6 mM in
input 1; and sodium borohydride, 1.8 mM in input 2
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Weber number of 40 and 102. Intermediate Weber numbers of
58 and 78 had virtually no NPs over 20 nm. The appearance of
larger NPs and their change in size and frequency can be
explained by mixing efficiency and the transition from a

reflective to a transmitive type of atomization. At the lowest
Weber numbers, in the reflective atomization regime, there is
lower turbulence within the mixing zone. This leads to the
possibility of reactions occurring in poorly mixed regions,
resulting in the formation of larger NPs. At the intermediate
Weber numbers, very few larger NPs are formed because of the
increasing mixing efficiency. At large Weber numbers, there is a
transition into transmitive atomization. At this point, an unsta-
ble rim is seen with droplets leaving the main body of fluid,
resulting in a net decrease in mixing efficiency. Within these
droplets, it is possible that larger NPs are formed especially if
they are silver nitrate rich.

The reduction in size and dispersity is more obvious for the
0.5 mm IJR. This reduction is obtained as the mixing efficiency
is increased within the liquid sheet, causing the average size of
the NPs to decrease and minimizing the formation of larger
NPs. Again, this is because the reactions are taking place with a
more efficient spread of sodium borohydride, which increases
stability of formed NPs and decreases the formation of NPs in
silver nitrate rich regions. There is reduction in size and poly-
dispersity when the hydrodynamics of the IJR transition from a
uniform liquid sheet (We <29) to a liquid sheet with waves (We
>39) with the size and polydispersity ultimately reducing from
7.9 ± 5.8 nm to 3.4 ± 1.4 nm.

3.2.2. Effect of Weber Number on Silver NP Size and Dis-
persity Using PVA as a Stabilizing Agent. The Weber number
effect on silver NPs was also investigated in the 0.5 mm and
0.25 mm IJRs using PVA as a stabilizing agent. Concentration of
input 1 was 0.9 mM silver nitrate and 0.02 wt.% PVA, and

Figure 6. TEM images and particle size distributions of silver NPs synthesized at different total flow rates using a 0.25-mm I.D. tubing IJR.
(A) 20 mL/min (We: 40), (B) 24 mL/min (We: 58), (C) 28 mL/min (We: 78), and (D) 32 mL/min (We: 102). Concentration of silver nitrate, 0.9 mM;
trisodium citrate, 6 mM in input 1; and sodium borohydride, 1.8 mM in input 2

Figure 7. Dependence of peak absorbance (peak wavelength 386–
389 nm) on Weber number obtained from UV–vis spectroscopy of
silver NPs synthesized at different total flow rates using: (1) 0.5 mm
(black squares) and (2) 0.25 mm I.D. tubing IJR (red triangles). Con-
centration of silver nitrate, 0.9 mM; trisodium citrate, 6 mM in input 1;
and sodium borohydride, 1.8 mM in input 2
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concentration of input 2 was 1.8 mM sodium borohydride. Total
flow rates for the 0.5 mm IJR ranged from 32 mL/min to
72 mL/min and, for the 0.25 mm IJR, ranged from 18 mL/min
to 42 mL/min (repeatability of the synthesis is shown in Support-
ing Information, Figure S5). PVA as a surfactant affects the surface
tension of the aqueous solution. The surface tension for water is
72 mN/m, and it is estimated that PVA reduces it to a value
between 60 and 65 mN/m [49]. Although there is a small increase
in Weber number because of reduced surface tension using PVA,
the hydrodynamics observed showed minimal change when com-
pared to using water only (see Supporting Information, Figure S6).

Figure 8 shows TEM images for NPs synthesized in the 0.5mm
IJR at 32, 48, 64, and 72mL/min, where the average diameter and
dispersity of the NPs are 5.4 ± 1.6 nm, 4.9 ± 1.1 nm, 4.6 ± 1.1 nm,
and 4.2 ± 1.1 nm. Using this jet diameter, the NP size decreases
with increasing Weber number (up to a maximum of We: 65).
t-Tests yielded p-values <0.001 when comparing the PSDs. The
dispersity of the NPs does not change significantly with increasing
Weber number. One of the differences from the trisodium citrate
stabilized system is a notable lack of larger NPs, resulting in lower
polydispersity. This difference can be attributed to the PVA mole-
cules used as ligands which provide a bulkier steric stabilization as
opposed to the electrostatic stabilization of the smaller citrate
molecule, leading to a stronger barrier to prevent growth through
coalescence of NPs.

Figure 9 shows TEM images for NPs synthesized in the
0.25 mm IJR at 18, 26, 34, and 42 mL/min, where the average
diameter and dispersity of the NPs are 4.3 ± 1.0 nm, 4.7 ±
1.3 nm, 4.3 ± 0.7 nm, and 4.6 ± 1.1 nm. The size and dispersity

do not seem to be correlated with the Weber number in this
case. t-Tests yielded p-values of 0.68 when comparing 18 and
34 mL/min, 0.22 when comparing 26 and 42 mL/min, and
<0.001 in all other cases. It appears that, in the 0.25 mm IJR,
there is not a discernible change of NP size when compared to
the 0.5 mm jets, especially with p-values suggesting there is no
difference between 18 and 34 mL/min and 26 and 42 mL/min.

Figure 10 shows the peak absorbance vs. Weber number
obtained from UV–vis spectroscopy for the silver NPs obtained
using the 0.5 mm IJR (We = 13–65) and the 0.25 mm IJR (We =
32–176). In terms of stability, the UV signal changed in the first
15 min after synthesis but remained stable after 30 min and up
to 2 h. After 24 h, there was a 16% increase in peak absorbance.
For the 0.5 mm IJR, the peak absorbance decreases with
increasing Weber number. For the 0.25 mm IJR, the peak
absorbance decreases minimally as the Weber number
increases. This indicates that, in the 0.5 mm IJR case, the NP
size decreases with increasing Weber number, which is in agree-
ment with the TEM observations. In the 0.25 mm IJR case, the
peak absorbance trend indicates that the NP size changes min-
imally with increasing Weber number, again, in agreement with
TEM observations.

PVA has a much higher molecular weight than trisodium
citrate and is expected to be more effective at stabilizing the
NPs through adsorption onto the silver NP surface through its
hydroxyl groups, which are numerous along the chain [50].
Citrate molecules, which are much smaller, adsorb on the sur-
face of the NPs through their carboxyl groups (citrate has three
carboxyl groups as opposed to the many hydroxyl groups on a

Figure 8. TEM images and particle size distributions of silver NPs synthesized at different total flow rates using a 0.5-mm I.D. tubing IJR. (A) 32 mL/min
(We: 13), (B) 48mL/min (We: 29), (C) 64mL/min (We: 51), and (D) 72mL/min (We: 65). Concentration of silver nitrate, 0.9 mM; PVA, 0.02wt.% in input
1; and sodium borohydride, 1.8 mM in input 2
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PVA chain) [51]. Another aspect of the two ligands is the effect
they have on the kinetics of the reduction reaction and subse-
quent nucleation of NPs. It is possible that the ligands interact
with the precursor in different ways; trisodium citrate behaves

as a buffer and affects the solution pH, whereas PVA does not
behave in this manner. Literature indicates that the PVA mole-
cule slows down growth of silver NPs compared to reduction
with no ligand present, by investigating the evolution of absorb-
ance over time [52]. This reduction in growth rate is most likely
because of the bulky nature of the PVA, which would make it
more difficult for clusters of silver to approach a growing
nucleus. It is suggested that, since trisodium citrate molecules
are smaller than PVA, they would allow a closer approach for
silver clusters in solution to the NP surface (literature suggests
various cluster sizes such as formation of Ag13 and Ag2

+) [53].
The presence of highly concentrated silver nitrate zones in the
liquid using an IJR in the case of citrate capped NPs will likely
result in growth at the surface of the NP through coalescence of
silver clusters. The possible reason that no larger NPs are seen
using the PVA is that it provides a much larger barrier on the NP
surface, inhibiting the approach of silver clusters and rapid
growth in areas that are rich in silver nitrate. At the same time,
the stabilizing effect of borohydride can be taken into account.
There is a balance between how quickly reduced silver clusters
can approach and incorporate onto the NP surface vs. the
abundance of borohydride in the vicinity of the NP. As mixing
efficiency increases, there is a better distribution of borohy-
dride, resulting in a suppressed growth rate and smaller NPs,
which is the observed effect using PVA as a ligand in the
0.5 mm IJR. Using the 0.25 mm IJR, which yields a more
constant size with increasing flow rate, the size of the NPs does
not fall below ca. 4 nm with increasing mixing efficiency. The
size of the NPs using the 0.25 mm IJR fluctuates between 4.3

Figure 9. TEM images and particle size distributions of silver NPs synthesized at different total flow rates using a 0.25-mm I.D. tubing IJR.
(A) 18 mL/min (We: 32), (B) 26 mL/min (We: 68), (C) 34 mL/min (We: 115), and (D) 42 mL/min (We: 176). Concentration of silver nitrate, 0.9 mM;
PVA, 0.02 wt.% in input 1; and sodium borohydride, 1.8 mM in input 2

Figure 10. Dependence of peak absorbance (peak wavelength 398–
401 nm) on Weber number obtained from UV–vis spectroscopy of
silver NPs synthesized at different total flow rates using: (1) 0.5 mm
(black squares) and (2) 0.25 mm (red triangles) I.D. tubing IJR. Con-
centration of silver nitrate, 0.9 mM; PVA, 0.02 wt.% in input 1; and
sodium borohydride, 1.8 mM in input 2
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and 4.7 nm. The reason for this fluctuation seems to be due to
the flow regime in the 0.25 mm IJR, with the unstable rim
region contributing to a fluctuating size which is not as repeat-
able as a stable rim. The repeatability data for the PVA system
shown in Supporting Information (Figure S5) also indicates that
silver NPs synthesized in the 0.25 mm IJR show more fluctua-
tion in absorbance as compared to the 0.5 mm IJR, further
suggesting that the unstable rim contributes to the fluctuating
NP size in the 0.25 mm IJR system. It is expected that improved
mixing efficiency should result in a reduction in size as
explained above and observed in the 0.5 mm IJR. However,
this reduction in size is not seen with improving mixing effi-
ciency in the 0.25 mm IJR because the PVA may be imposing a
limit on the size of NPs. The synthesis was repeated in the
0.5 mm IJR at a We = 65 using double the concentration of PVA
(0.04 wt.%). The size was reduced from 4.2 ± 1.1 nm to 3.7 ±
1.0 nm, suggesting that the PVA concentration is one of the
factors that determine the NP size (TEM image and PSD for this
experiment are shown in Supporting Information, Figure S7).
This suggests that, to achieve NPs smaller than 4 nm, an
increase in PVA would be required; otherwise, once a certain
mixing efficiency is achieved, the size of the NP does not
decrease at a fixed PVA concentration.

4. Conclusions

The impinging jet reactor (IJR) was characterized visually
and using the Villermaux–Dushman test reaction system to
investigate the flow regime and mixing efficiency under a range
of flow rates and jet diameters of 0.25 mm and 0.5 mm. A
maximum mixing efficiency was identified at a Weber number
of ca. 90, and it was found to correspond to the point at which
the flow regime transitions from a stable rim sheet/chain-like
pattern to an unstable rim according to visual observation of the
impinging jets. This point is identified as the transition from a
reflective to a transmitive type atomization.

Two different ligands for silver NP synthesis were investi-
gated using the IJR: trisodium citrate, which electrostatically
stabilizes NPs, and PVA, which is a large chain molecule that
sterically stabilizes NPs. Trisodium citrate produced more poly-
disperse silver NPs. Average size was reduced with increasing
flow rate because of increased mixing efficiency, reducing the
silver nitrate rich zones occurring in the mixing zone after
impingement. Increasing mixing efficiency in the PVA system
past a Weber number ca. 60 did not yield smaller size NPs,
suggesting a limit of size achievable using PVA as a ligand,
possibly due to the small amount of PVA present. More mono-
dispersed NPs are obtained using PVA, indicating that it is more
efficient at stabilizing the NPs since it has more potential sites
available for adsorption onto the surface of the NP than the
citrate molecule, and it kinetically hinders growth during NP
formation. The lack of fouling and the efficient mixing in the
IJR are the main benefits for the synthesis of NPs. The size of
the NPs can be reduced with increasing mixing efficiency while
also reducing polydispersity. The IJR is scalable through a
“scale-out” procedure of essentially increasing the number of
IJRs operating in tandem, making it suitable for large scale
synthesis of NPs.
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